
SMITH TAKES SECOND WIN IN MONTREAL 

Round 7 of the Vertex Stock Car Cup was the second race of the doubleheader               

which made up the Doble Bounty Challenge. The challenge now changed from            

the Super Speedway of Daytona to the challenging road course of the Gilles             

Villeneuve circuit in Montreal. The race was run over eighteen laps and, at the              

end, it was Aaron Smith who took the win, but it was Bryan Crauwels who took                

away the bounty. 

Fifteen drivers lined up for the race and, after the ten minutes qualifying session, it               

was current champion Connor Mills who set the fastest time to claim pole position.              

Aaron Smith was second quickest, Bryan Crauwels in third and Mikey Doble in             

fourth. Pro-Driver Alex Sedgwick had a disastrous qualifying due to technical issues            

and finished only 13th fastest, setting up an interesting contest for the “Beat the              

Pro-Driver” challenge. 

Pole sitter Mills led the field away at the start followed by Smith, Crauwels and               

Doble. As the field completed the first lap, the order had changed behind Crauwels              

with Guilliame Hesnault moving into fourth, Jaz Harvey, fifth, and Billy Fletcher in             

sixth. Fourth place starter Doble had fallen to seventh putting him directly in front of               

his teammate, the fast recovering pro-driver Alex Sedgwick. 

The front four cars started to pull away from fifth place Harvey who headed a pack                 

of cars all battling to clear the pack and chase after the leaders. In the pack,                

Sedgwick passed Doble and then immediately was on the tail of Fletcher. Under             

pressure from Sedgwick, Fletcher lost the car exiting a corner and spun. Avoiding             

the spinning Fletcher, Sedgwick had to slow and was passed back by Doble, losing              

seventh place.   Recovering from the spin, Fletcher dropped down to twelfth place. 

As the leaders started the fifth lap, Mills still held the lead over Smith in second,                

Crauwels, Hesnault, Doble and the recovering Sedgwick in sixth place. Smith           

started to slowly close the gap on leader Mills and, on lap 7, he took the lead; once                  



past Mills, he quickly built up a three-quarter of a second lead. Further back, Doble               

and Sedgwick running together caught Hesnault in fourth. 

Mills, however, had not given up and a small mistake by Smith which saw him clip                

the famous wall of champions which suddenly resulted in Mills getting back on             

Smith’s rear bumper. Down the field, Aaron Cooke pitted and George Tolsma retired             

from the race.  Jonathan Hill also headed for the pits after a spin for repairs. 

The race for fourth “hotted” up as Doble found a way past Hesnault to move into                

fourth on lap 10. At the front, the battle for the lead changed as Mills kissed the wall                  

dropping him off Smith’s tail and suddenly a 1.25-second gap developed. With            

visible damage on the front of the car, Mills was struggling and third place Crauwels               

closed in. 

Sedgwick was now in a battle with Hesnault who was driving a very defensive race               

which allowed Doble to race off after Crauwels in fourth. 

On lap 14, Crauwels caught and passed the struggling Mills, who then overshot and              

went off the circuit but was able to recover without any more damage. With a clearly                

compromised car, Mills’ lead over Doble reduced as the quicker lapping driver closed             

down the gap. 

Mills again was seen to overshoot and went off the circuit crossing the infield and, as                

lap 15 ticked off, Doble caught and passed Mills. The defence of Hesnault for his               

fifth-place also ended when at last Sedgwick found a way through and immediately             

gapped Hesnault, who had a good gap to the next place driver, for a secure sixth                

place. 

Lap 17, the penultimate lap, saw Smith with a secure lead over Crauwels and Doble               

in a safe third place. The main battle was now between the struggling Mills and the                

flying Sedgwick who was lapping much quicker - all attention was on whether he              

could reduce the gap before the chequered flag fell. 

As the last lap started, another battle developed as Doble clearly was catching             

Crauwels for second but the order remained and, as the chequered flag fell, it was               



Smith who took the win by over four seconds, Crauwels in second and Doble taking               

his first podium in third. Mills held off Sedgwick for fourth and Hesnault made up the                

top six. Behind Jase Glen, Fletcher, Harvey and newcomer Hathaway completed the            

top ten. 

Aaron Smith took the well-deserved second win with a strong drive and good tyre              

management but it was Bryan Crauwels who scooped the Doble Bounty, stacking up             

the most points across both races and tying on points with Pro-driver Alex Sedgwick. 

The biggest mover was awarded to two drivers who both made up eight places: Jase               

Glen and Alex Sedgwick. Fastest lap points were awarded to Connor Mills. Aaron             

Smith picked up the points for the most laps led with 12 of the 18 contested. 

The Vertex Stock Car Cup now moves to the next round on the Watkins Glen road                

course. With just two more rounds to go, Aaron Smith leads the championship on              

297 points, 16 points behind is Bryan Crauwels and current champion Connor Mills             

just 8 points further back. With 104 points still to play for, the Championship is still                

wide open. 


